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amera clubs by their very name imply that the camera is the essential 

ingredient of our “raison d‟etre”.  For the last century or so, there was no 

conflict, since the camera was the only way of producing a photographic image. 

With the advent of digital images and computer processing, things have changed.  

Clubs now accept digitally processed pictures for their competitions, provided that 

the source of the image is a box with a lens on the front.  Although most of us 

would agree that the main focus of a camera club is the taking of pictures with a 

camera, could there be room for a new category of image?  After all, the processing 

of these new “camera less” images is the same as for any digital picture. 

The picture above is computer generated, using a variant of a program that 

produces fractal pictures, although there are many other possibilities.  In colour, 

they can be very striking, and fun to make!           Editor 

Pictures Without Cameras 

C 

Heresy – Peter Ellis 
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Waikanae Camera Club Competition Results for June 2005 

Subject:  “Close-up”  

Judge:  Tracy Batty 

(Best scores from 44 entries submitted by 18 entrants - Quite a record for recent 

times!) 

Colour Prints 

  A Grade (Set Subject) 

Hugh Scott “Petal Pattern” 7 

Humphrey Smith “The Intruder” 6 

Scott Stevenson “Side Lighting” 6 

Scott Stevenson “Aconium Arboreum Schwarzkopf” 6  (Great title!) 

 A Grade (Open) 

Clive Baker “Mood in Sea Minor” 8 

 B Grade (Set Subject) 

Evan West “Mag Wheel” 7 

Neil Gordon “In Autumn Vein” 6 

 B Grade (Open) 

Dot Horne “Sandsurfing” 9 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Monochrome Prints 

 A Grade (Set Subject) 

Hugh Scott “Impression of a Rose” 8 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Slides 

 A Grade (Set Subject) 

Hugh Scott “Ready to Burst” 8 

Jenny Cochran “Dizzy” 7 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Members’ Choice: 

Clive Baker “Mood in Sea Major” 
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e much appreciated Tracy taking the time and trouble to judge for us and 

give us her considered comments.  Thank you very much, Tracy, I know it 

takes considerable time to assess our photos. 

A few comments of my own:  I thought “Gazania” a very striking presentation.  

This was a flower matted in a circle by Alan Thompson.  Cedric Harris‟s “Just the 

Two of Us” a lovely nostalgic scene; Herman Visser‟s “Wings” quite exquisite!; 

“Medusa” from Peter Ellis was intriguing; enterprising work from Marshall 

Marsden.  A big thank you to everyone who put work in.  If you scored 4 or even 

fewer points and you think your photo deserves more, you can resubmit it (in 

“open”) or put it up for “Print/Sliide/Multiple of the Year”.  It‟s great to see work 

from new or newish members.  Keep the images flowing folks! 

Competition Secretary Jenny 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Club News 
 

Next Club Meeting 

t our next meeting on 12 July, 

our guest speaker is to be 

Clayton Tume. This is a change 

from the advertised programme as 

Barry Durrant is unavailable. 

Clayton is a professional panoramic 

photographer based in Titahi Bay. 

Those who remember his last visit a 

couple of  years ago will know that 

we are in for an enjoyable and 

informative time with a very 

enthusiastic knowledgeable 

photographer. 

Want to get a foretaste of what's in 

store? Visit Clayton's website: 

www.bigshotz.co.nz 

It's well designed with samples of his 

work, details of the 5 wide angle and 

panoramic cameras he uses, 

explanations of a number of wide 

angle and motor-driven scanning 

cameras, information on other 

panoramic photographers around the 

world, and a useful page of links.  

Hugh 

Print Battle 

 Letter from Levin Camera Club 

t is the pleasure of Levin Camera 

Club to invite your club to attend a 

Print Battle at our premises in Levin 

on 21 July 2005. 

We hope you can attend and we look 

forward to providing your members 

with a warm, hospitable and fun 

evening.  The emphasis is to have 

fun. 

The venue is the Methodist Hall 

opposite Thompson House, Kent 

Street, Levin – start time 7:00pm.  

Supper will be provided. 

Rules: 

 No more than 4 

assorted prints per 

person attending 

 Prints to be mounted – 

size at your discretion 

 No slides as this is a 

„print‟ battle 

W 

A 
I 

http://www.bigshotz.co.nz/
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 Teams will consist of 

mixed clubs – to be 

decided on the night 

 Photo subjects to be 

made known on the 

night 

 

Please respond to a committee 

member with any queries your club 

may have and perhaps an indicator 

of numbers attending and we look 

forward to a hilarious evening with 

you. 

***************************** 

Digital Photography Group 

ur 5 July session was mainly 

about colour.  In particular we 

looked at simple ways and means to 

achieve a good correlation between 

the colour of the object being 

photographed and the final print. 

This is possibly the most difficult 

topic in digital photography, and 

involves the way the colour is 

treated from the object to the 

camera, then to the computer, the 

screen and the printer. 

To aid in this process, we now have 

a “reference” colour palette that can 

be downloaded to those members 

interested in improving the colour 

fidelity of their images. 

Among the topics for our next 

meeting will be further discussions 

on colour, “white point” setting in 

the camera and computer, and some 

thoughts on image resolution. 

The meetings take place on the first 

Tuesday of each calendar month at 

7.30 pm at 395 Te Moana Road. 

Reminders 

ust a reminder about the members 

slots (see letter below!). 

 July 12 Dot Horne 

 August  9 Tanya Martin 

 September 13 Nigel Alderton 

 October 11 Shona Jaray 

 November 8 Neil Gordon 

_______________________ 

Topics for the 23 August Inter- Club 

Print Battle are: (See previous 

newsletter) 

1. Interpret a movie 

2. Fire, as in flames 

3. Frozen in time, as in 

suspended in motion 

4. Objects of desire 

5. Silhouettes 

6. Flowers 

7. Seascapes 

8. Wrinkles 

9. Movement 

10. Bugs and critters 

11. Looking up 

12. Moonlit 

13. Macro shot 

14. High key, as in light 

coloured subject on light 

coloured background. 

Members please bring their prints for 

the battle along to our 26
th

 July 

meeting. 

***************************** 

Central Regional Inter-Club  
The deadline for this competition is 

now 9 August. 

O 

J 
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Monochrome Photography 

Group 

he next meeting of the 

monochrome group will be held 

on Tuesday 19
th
 July, as usual at 

Simon‟s place, 2 Waiheke Street, 

Waikanae at 7.30 pm.  More details 

from Herman Visser at our next club 

meeting 

Tea Roster for July/Aug 

12 July Tanya Martin (milk) 

 Jenny Cochran (bis) 

26 July Simon Forsyth (milk) 

 Humphrey Smith (bis) 

9 Aug Scott Stevenson(milk) 

 Alan Thompson(bis) 

23 Aug (Print Battle)

___________________________________________________________________ 

Storing of Photographic Images 

n the latest (July) Photographers Mail, there is an interesting article by Mark 

Webster on archival storage of photographs.  As some of us have guessed, digital 

storage is uncertain to say the least.  Trials have shown that “ordinary” recordable 

CDs can have a life as short as three years before they develop faults that prevent 

them being read out.  DVDs can have an even worse performance. 

Flash cards are no better, with a guaranteed storage life of one year for some of the 

high density ones.  Hard disks are notorious for “crashing”, usually at the most 

inconvenient time. I use three separate hard disks on two machines to back up all 

my pictures. 

Photographic prints, especially in colour, are vulnerable to damage, and the colours 

tend to fade, even using so called “archival” systems.  Colour film is more stable, 

but still suffers from long-term fading effects. 

The best medium still seems to be good old-fashioned black and white film.  Fine-

grained B/W film can be scanned to produce high quality digital images in 

monochrome.  Maybe the best system would be to store each RGB channel 

separately on B/W film, and re-scan the channels when needed.  Or maybe to 

“write” the digital code directly to film instead of to a CD!   (Editor) 

________________________________________________________________

T 

I 

Picture Perfect Framing 
Warren and Kathy Ixer 

14a Parata Street, Waikanae 

Phone: 04 902 5524 – A/H: 06 362 6972 

Art and Photographic Mat Cutting and Framing 
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Letter to the Editor 
 Dear Peter, 

 have to say this, and I'm sure there are other club members who feel the same as 

I do. Are we serious, loyal members of the Waikanae Camera Club?  

Being a fairly new member, I am reluctant to criticize any efforts by those in 

positions of authority, but last club night's efforts were pathetic. Here we had an 

enthusiastic member who had just won his Licentiate to the PSNZ wishing to show 

his prints and there was no satisfactory way that he could display his prints. Poor 

Nick had to display them on a portable stand (namely Hugh) then he was forced to 

put them up on the piano! I ask you. Is this a proper way to honour our members? 

 Then we were burdened with a less than perfect slide show. I am not referring to 

the standard of the slides, but the presentation. First there was a sudden flash of 

bright light (no slide in the projector), and then the first picture comes up inverted. 

(Sudden flash, fiddle and then same slide right way up). Next we are shown some 

travel slides with the photographer describing his wares, but they are all back to 

front (wrong way in the projector). Then whilst the cartridge is changed, lo and 

behold, here comes that sudden bright flash which just about burns the retinas out 

the back of our eyeballs. 

 I don't know about you, but to me, presentation represents 50% of the enjoyment 

of any public function. As our recent judges have been pointing out, the matt and 

the way a photo is mounted is very important when you enter a photo in 

competition. We have seen that sometimes a less than perfect print if well mounted 

can win prizes. Perhaps it is because I come from a background of a lifetime of 

stage work, amateur though that might be, that I am very sensitive to presentation. I 

feel it is only polite to guests to have everything ready and rehearsed instead of 

bumbling through an evening.  

I feel I won't be very popular after this dissertation, but a little healthy criticism can 

be helpful sometimes. Don't get me wrong, I am not criticizing any individual, I 

love this club and its members, but a wee bit of forethought about club night 

presentation would both honour our members and their guests. 

Marshall Marsden 

Editor’s comment: 

Marshall is quite right to bring these deficiencies to our notice.  It often takes a 

fairly new member to point out deficiencies that we have grown used to.  In this 

case, our “members presentation” slot is quite new, and we do need to get 

ourselves organized so that her/his presentation pictures are professionally 

displayed. 

Also, our slide shows can be better managed so that the guest speaker’s slides are 

properly installed and checked before the presentation begins.  Both of these topics 

will be addressed at the next committee meeting, and I will report back via this 

newsletter. 

I 
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Exhibitions in our Region 

 Capital Vision – 3
rd

 Annual Photographic Exhibition – 9-15 July, at the NZ 

Academy of Fine Arts. 

An exhibition of the best images from the Dominion Post photographers during 

the last 12 months.  An auction of these prints will be held in the evening of 

Friday 15
th
. 

 Long Live the King! – The Dowse, Wellington, until 7 August 

An extraordinary collection of work by Wellington photographer John Savage, 

featuring Elvis Presley, and shot in Memphis. 

(For this last entry, see”Photographer’s Mail” Issue 144 July 2005) 

___________________________________________________________________ 

For Sale 

ivitar 17mm f3.5 manual focus lens  Nikon AI fitting,  with skylight 

filter.  This lens is in excellent condition and can help you produce stunning 

wide angle shots.  $150 ono.  See Hugh Scott for more details.  
___________________________________________________________________ 

Problem Corner  

The Resurrected Camera Battery 

any digital cameras nowadays use rechargeable Lithium Ion batteries.   Size 

for size, they certainly have a longer life while supplying quite a high 

current.  The problem is; how long do they last before they fail to charge properly? 

Since buying my Sony F707, I have been using a couple of proprietary 

“infoLithium” batteries that are built to fit the camera.  A few days ago, one 

indicated that it was only half-charged even after a full charging period.  Since a 

new one is about $NZ140, I did some browsing on the Internet to see if the problem 

was treatable.  One customers letter suggested that the battery should be completely 

discharged and then re-charged, if necessary several times.  The effect of this is to 

re-form the active layer on the battery electrodes. 

Sure enough, I found a resistor of about six ohms, capable of dissipating several 

watts, and discharged the battery completely.  Once re-charged, it worked perfectly 

and has continued to do so since that time.  It may not be the final answer, but it‟s 

sure worth a try.  Hint: Don’t burn your fingers on the resistor while discharging 

the battery!. 

Editor 

V 

M 
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CONTACTS:  Tel 

Newsletter 

Editor: 

Peter Ellis 

 

904 

1881 

peter.ellis@paradise.net.nz  

Treasurer: Katherine 

Alderton 

902 

0636  

nigelalderton@paradise.net.nz  

Secretary: Colleen 

Famularo 

905 

9871 

 colleenphoto@xtra.co.nz  

President: Hugh 

Scott 

904 

6433 

hughscott@paradise.net.nz  

Competition 

Secretary: 

Jenny 

Cochran 

237 

4561 

  

 

 

 

Waikanae Camera Club Competitions:        Entry Form 

Photographer’s Name: Grade: (Colour Prints) 

Grade: (Slides) 

Set Subject: Grade: (Monochrome) 

Date:  

Titles of Photographs Entered Type* Set/Open 

Subject 

   

   

   

   

   

   

* Colour print, Monochrome print or Slide          (Maximum of 2 per type) 

The Waikanae Camera Club 

PO Box 222, Waikanae. 

or visit our Website: 

www.waikanaecameraclub.com 

mailto:peter.ellis@paradise.net.
mailto:stevensonds@xtra.co.nz
mailto:colleenphoto@xtra.co.nz
mailto:hughscott@paradise.net.nz

